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Introduction
Tired of watching rap videos with fine-ass Ho's all over the set in tiny bikinis but never willing to go
that extra step to help get you off? Fuck MTV, those cheesecake videos are whack! What you want is a
site like Tinys Black Adventures that brings you the same quality ebony babes but gets them grinding
with their clothes off and riding high on big black dick. These HOs may never make it in Hollywood,
but your dick doesn't much care about their careers now, does it?!

Adult Review
These sexy ebony treats are not the kind of dark skinned street walkers you'll see on urban streets. These are black Hos who
get dolled up with hair-extensions, make-up and clothes to attract white dudes who want a taste of dark chocolate without
getting their hands dirty.
  
  Each of the 63 exclusive scenes features Tiny, your tour guide through the rap video wasteland that is littered with ladies
who wanted to be in the next MTV video and ended up in his next pole banging porno movie instead! The movies are offered
in 480x360 resolution and come complete with plenty of high res pictures in 900x600 as well.
  
  Tinys Black Adventures has been around for a little more than two years already and while it does not update every week
like clockwork, it's part of a huge network of sites and gives you access to dozens of other included websites like the ones
listed on the right side of this review. In all that amounts to more than 1,500 exclusive videos and another 1,000+
non-exclusive bonus scenes as well. It's quite the workout for your cock and will keep your balls drained for months if you
try to go scene for scene on each included website!
  
  The interface for Tinys Black Adventures is simple to use, provide point and click control of all the action and allows you to
jump from one site to another with a pulldown menu on the top right of the member page. The one drawback to the network
is that it lacks a simple model search function to allow you to find your favorite black beauty on their other sites without
browsing around to look for her ass on foot patrol. All in all, if that's the biggest drawback, you can bet yer getting your
money's worth.

Porn Summary
At $29.98 for thirty days with all the included networked sites and bonus action this is quite a big spank-bank of smut for
your porn bucks. If you want ebony specific smut you may find more elsewhere but if you want black action along with some
other niche content as well then Tinys Black Adventures are sure to keep your cock happy for a good long while.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A black videographer with a huge cock skewers rap video quality black babes'
Quality: 86  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 86 Interface: 82
Support: 80 Unique: 83    Taste: 86        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
Casting Couch Teens (86) ,Big Cock Teen Addiction (85) ,Mr Big Dicks Hot Chicks (85) ,Please Bang My Wife (84) ,The Big
Swallow (84) ,Lesbian Teen Hunter (84) ,Bus Stop Whores (78) ,All Reality Pass (Preview) ,Coeds Need Cash (Preview) ,I
Spy Cameltoe (Preview) ,Giants Black Meat White Treat (Preview) ,College Teens Book Bang (Preview) ,Mr Chews Asian
Beaver (Preview) ,Pimp My Black Teen (Preview) ,Teeny Bopper Club (Preview) ,Panties AND Fannies (Preview) ,Horny
Spanish Flies (Preview) ,MILFs In Heat (Preview) ,Round Mound Of Ass (Preview) ,Barefoot Maniacs (Preview) ,Blind Date
Bangers (Preview) ,Big Tit Patrol (Preview) ,See Her Squirt (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Ebony, Exclusive, Hardcore, PornStars
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.98 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 63
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